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Abstract. Single hole transport and spin detection is achievable in standard15

p-type silicon transistors owing to the strong orbital quantization of disorder16

based quantum dots. Through the use of the well acting as a pseudo-gate, we17

discover the formation of a double-quantum dot system exhibiting Pauli spin-18

blockade and investigate the magnetic field dependence of the leakage current.19

This enables attributes that are key to hole spin state control to be determined,20

where we calculate a tunnel coupling tc of 57 µeV and a short spin-orbit length21

lSO of 250 nm. The demonstrated strong spin-orbit interaction at the interface22

when using disorder based quantum dots supports electric-field mediated control.23

These results provide further motivation that a readily scalable platform such as24

industry standard silicon technology can be used to investigate interactions which25

are useful for quantum information processing.26
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1. Introduction27

Silicon (Si) based devices have become the corner-28

stone of modern technology, and are now a leading29

candidate for quantum information processing archi-30

tectures [1, 2, 3, 4]. Promising alternatives to tra-31

ditional metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transis-32

tors (MOSFETs) take the form of quantum dots (QDs)33

as qubits in single electron devices through the use of34

charge and spin as the fundamental building blocks35

[5, 6, 7]. The use of multi-gate device architectures36

in particular has led to many breakthroughs by tun-37

ing the potential profiles defining QDs as well as the38

inter-dot tunneling barriers for precise control, where39

development is undertaken by academia and large pre-40

industrial fabrication facilities [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].41

Using Si for spin based quantum computing regimes42

is a natural choice for not only scalability and ease of43

integration with industrial fabrication techniques, but44

also long coherence times owing to isotopically enriched45

zero nuclear spin 28Si [15, 16]. The feasibility of spin46

qubits has also been demonstrated by high fidelitys ex-47

ceeding 99.8%, which can be utilized in combination48

with quantum error correction towards achieving fault49

tolerant quantum computing, promoting spin as a com-50

petitive candidate in this space with respect to trapped51

ion and superconducting platforms [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].52

Efforts have also been made to take advantage of53

features already present at the single electron level in54

Si VLSI technology. The use of trap states within Si55

quantum devices can complement and even enhance56

single charge transport, with applications ranging57

from quantum information and quantum metrology,58

to bio-sensing and hardware security [22, 23, 24,59

25]. In quantum metrology, record high frequency60

benchmarking for single electron pump operation was61

achieved as a consequence of a coupling between a62

QD and trap state, yielding improved operation for63

establishing a new current standard [26, 27]. In64

addition, hole spin resonance of trap states within a p-65

type MOSFET was achieved using Pauli spin-blockade66

(PSB) to study spin-orbit (SO) state mixing [28].67

Alongside scalability, another technological obsta-68

cle to overcome is that of electric-field mediated con-69

trol, which relies on a strong SO interaction, but in the70

case of electrons in Si is intrinsically weak [29, 30, 31].71

This has given rise to investigations into transport72

schemes with an enhanced SO interaction, where at-73

tempts using holes, valley states and the inversion74

asymmetry at the oxide interface has led to strong SO75

effects [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. PSB, a common measure-76

ment tool used throughout quantum information pro-77

tocols, is also dependant on the SO interaction when78

detecting spin states [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. This79

is manifested as the suppression of current through a80

double-QD system in a triplet state as a consequence81

of the Pauli exclusion principle. Such a technique effec-82

tively allows individual spins to be read by correlating83

the spin state with the charge state through monitoring84

the double-QD current [44, 45]. Within this regime,85

singlet-triplet (S-T) state mixing, relaxation mecha-86

nisms, and SO coupling can be probed, since the SO87

interaction offers a mechanism for coupling hole spin88

with their orbital motion.89

In this work, we investigate the coupling and SO90

interaction of disorder based states present in p-type91

Si MOSFETs through PSB, achieved via tuning gate92

and well voltage to form a double-QD. This allows93

the determination of the tunnel coupling (tc) and SO94

length (lSO), which offers a direct measure of the95

SO interaction strength and therefore a method to96

evaluate the potential of a given system for electric-97

field mediated control, as well as high frequency spin98

manipulation. As a result, we take advantage standard99

Si transistors to find enhanced SO effects of disorder100

QDs at the oxide interface and obtain a lSO much101

shorter than anticipated using Si QDs.102

2. Methodology103

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of p-type Si MOSFET sample with
channel dimensions 500 nm width and 120 nm length. (b) Cross-
section of device displaying disorder at the Si-oxide interface
leading to a 2DHG forming below defects. (c) Energy level
diagram showing valance band bending which leads to double-
QD formation and the conditions for PSB.

A schematic of the Si p-type MOSFET sample104

measured is displayed in Figure 1.(a), with a 2.4 nm105

thick SiON gate dielectric and a highly doped poly-Si106

gate with a channel length/width of 120 nm and 500107

nm respectively. As the channel becomes inverted a 2108

dimensional hole-gas (2DHG) begins to form and single109

charging characteristics from QDs can be observed110
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due to quantum confinement. In our device, this is111

a consequence of surface edge roughness by poly-Si112

grains in the gate and traps at, or close to the Si-oxide113

interface based on the charging properties observed,114

as depicted in Figure 1.(b) [46, 47, 48, 49]. Typically115

temperatures below 4 K are sufficient to observe single116

hole tunneling due to discrete energy levels in such117

QDs. All measurements here were carried out within118

an Oxford instruments 4He cryostat at a temperature119

of 1.6 K.120

Our method to electrically characterize QDs is via121

I − V characteristics using Yokogawa source meters.122

This is achieved through biasing the gate (Vg) and123

source (VSD) terminals while measuring current from124

a grounded drain terminal (Id), to generate a charge125

stability diagram (CSD). Coulomb diamonds (CDs)126

appear as a result of CB (Coulomb blockade) in the127

sub-threshold region, whereby transport is blocked128

due to the electrostatic energy and level splitting129

of holes occupying the QD, which can be lifted by130

the capacitively coupled gate and source terminals.131

This not only allows information on the size and132

couplings of QDs to be calculated, but also the133

presence of multiple CDs overlapping highlight double-134

QD transport features, a key requirement for PSB135

(Figure 1.(c)) in order to study SO effects. We use a136

p-type MOSFET in particular to take advantage of the137

enhanced SO interaction of valance bane holes, owing138

to their p-orbital nature [33].139

3. Results and Discussion140

The resulting CSDs are displayed in Figure 2., where141

differential conductance (dId/dVSD) is plotted to aid142

in highlighting finer features outside CB, including143

excited states, and most importantly, to better144

visualize PSB. This method is more effective than145

plotting current, where the magnitude can vary as a146

result of offsets from both triplet leakage and parasitic147

current paths through the channel. The experimental148

data is plotted in Figure 2.(a)-(c), with simplified149

CSDs drawn in Figure 2.(d)-(f) to better visualize the150

significant changes. CB appears as blue in Figure151

2.(a)-(c), with red denoting high dId/dVSD due to the152

availability of levels for single hole transport. Amplifier153

current saturation occurred at 1.3 nA producing blue154

regions at high Vg and VSD. Each CD, corresponding155

to blockaded transport within the QD system, are156

marked by a letter and number in Figure 2.(d)-(f). A157

well voltage (Vw) of 1 V is applied in Figure 2.(d),158

and a series of largely closed CDs are observed. This159

suggests that transport is occurring through a single160

QD, where we interpret CDs A1-C1 from QD2, and161

CD D1 from QD1. The energy band diagram (EBD)162

depicting this situation is shown in Figure 2.(g) for163

Table 1. Single hole charging properties of CDs as labelled in
Figure 2.

Vw(V ) CD (No.) Ec(meV) Cg(aF)
1 A1 13.3 10.4
1 B1 6.3 24.6
1 C1 5.5 28.6
1 D1 12.5 11.8
2 A2 8.9 13.3
2 B2 16.1 9.8
2 C2 12.7 10.4
3 A3 10.3 11.7
3 B3 19.8 7.2
3 C3 12.1 11.1

the region marked by the star in Figure 2.(d). Due164

to the small size of the CDs B1 and C1 in Figure165

2.(d), single QD transport can occur as a consequence166

of a reduction in tunneling barrier distance between167

the source and drain due to the larger QD size, shown168

schematically in the valence band diagram in 2.(g).169

When Vw = 2 V in Figure 2.(b) the CSD changes170

significantly from the shift and overlap of CDs, in171

particular we note the appearance of a low dId/dVSD172

region enclosed by the red dotted line outside of the173

CD B2 for positive VSD in Figure 2.(e). This can be174

interpreted as an initial indicator of PSB, since the175

transport path will not be completed blockaded due to176

a slightly elevated Id from triplet leakage that leads177

to a non-zero, low dId/dVSD. We find the optimum178

contrast is at a threshold of 0.05-0.1 nS to make the179

PSB region most visible. CB of the dominant transport180

path also expands considerably between Figure 2.(a)-181

(b), from the enhanced confinement of the smaller CDs182

observed in Figure 2.(d) as a result of the large scale183

changes. QD1 emerges from a partially joined potential184

profile in Figure 2.(g)-(h) which separates due to the185

application well voltage forming a tunnelling barrier186

between the QDs as well as increasing the confinement187

of QD2. The valance band schematic given in Figure188

2.(h) during PSB highlights the important changes189

leading to this result, such as the formation of a weakly190

coupled double QD through a modified tunneling191

barrier between them. The number of confined holes in192

each QD also now satisfies the conditions of PSB, due193

to the spin selective nature of the second hole entering194

QD2. Therefore a combination of both the appropriate195

number of confined holes and the extended region of196

low dId/dVSD strongly suggests PSB. Upon increasing197

Vw further to 3 V in Figure 2.(c) the CSD pattern,198

and therefore the dominate transport path, largely199

resembles that of Figure 2.(b) with the exception of the200

B2, which displays an extended CB and the absence of201

the unique low dId/dVSD feature highlighted previously202

when comparing Figure 2.(e) and (f). This can be203
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Figure 2. Charge stability diagrams (CSDs) for VSD = -30 to 30 mV over a 60 mV gate voltage (Vg) range at different well voltages
(Vw). Within the Coulomb diamonds (CDs) the number of confined holes in each QD (QD1, QD2) are labelled. (a) Vw = 1 V, a
row of single CDs appear with various charging energies. (b) Vw = 2 V, the alignment of the QD energy levels change, resulting in
overlapping of the CDs which strongly suggests double-QD transport. (c) Vw = 3 V, the alignment of the CDs is further altered,
leading to regions of extended Coulomb blockade. The confinement of an additional hole within the dominant transport path is
marked by letters A, B, C and D in simplified CSDs (d)-(f), where the number refers to the Vw magnitude, however the same letter
does not necessarily denote the same QD energy level in each CSD. The appearance of a PSB like low dId/dVSD region at the edge
of B2 for positive VSD is annotated in (e), where the absence is noted at the edge of B3 in (f) from a change in coupling between
the confined levels. (g)-(i) show energy band diagrams marked by the star, square and cross in (d)-(f) respectively. At Vw = 1V the
transport is assumed to occur largely through a single QD, upon increasing Vw to 2V the confinement changes (from larger CDs),
together with the QDs becoming weakly coupled and form a double QD exhibiting PSB. When Vw = 3V the energy level alignment
shifts between the double QD, removing PSB and allowing transport to occur.

explained by the EBD and valance band schematic in204

Figure 2.(i) for the cross in Figure 2.(f). The energy205

level alignment shifts, allowing hole transport through206

the second level in both QDs. Along with changes to207

tunneling barriers and QD energy level alignment at208

higher Vw values, a considerable threshold shift is also209

evident. This is explained by an increasing depletion210

layer width causing more positively charged ionized211

dopants to be exposed, and therefore requires a more212

negative gate voltage to compensate to achieve the213

same 2DHG formation.214

Upon further analysis, the physical attributes of215

the dominant transport path are determined through216

estimating the dimensions of charge stable regions in217

Figure 2. for positive VSD. This is achieved by218

calculating gate capacitance (Cg) and charging energy219

(Ec) according to Ec = e2

CΣ
and Cg = e

∆Vg
[50],220
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Figure 3. For Vw fixed at 2 V, a gate sweep with VSD =
12.5 mV is shown in (a), and a source sweep with Vg = -725
mV is displayed in (b). Coulomb blockade (CB), as well as the
suspected Pauli spin blockade (PSB) region from low dId/dVSD
are labelled. (c)-(e) show energy band diagrams marked by the
star, square and circle in (a), for the CB regions as well as PSB.
In (f), an energy band diagram for CB conditions marked by the
cross in (b) is displayed, where PSB then occurs at higher VSD.

where e and CΣ are elementary charge and total221

capacitance respectively, as summarised in TABLE I.222

Ec represents the energy required to add an additional223

hole to the QD and Cg is associated with the strength224

of the coupling between a given confined level and225

the gate. Determining such values allows a greater226

understanding of the systems components and their227

relationship with respect to Vw. Since Si dangling228

bonds have charging energies of 13 meV above the229

valence band we propose the origin of the confined230

levels where Ec is close to 13 meV to be due to231

dangling bonds or trap sites at the oxide interface232

[51]. CDs with Ec values less than this (such as B1233

and C1) are assumed be generated by fine poly-Si234

grains. We estimate the QD diameter (dQD) from the235

QD surface area (SQD) and effective oxide thickness236

(teff ) by dQD =
√

4SQD/π, using SQD = Cg/Ceff237

and Ceff = εox/teff , where εox is the permittivity238

of the oxide. Given this, we calculate the projected239

dQD of the smaller CDs B1 and C1 in Figure 2.(a)240

to be ≈ 50 nm. This further supports poly-Si grains241

as the confining potential origin given that fine poly-242

Si grain structures reach diameters of the order 50243

nm [52]. Although the CSD pattern is similar when244

comparing Figure 2.(b) and (c), the highlighted region245

in Figure 2.(e) disappeared when Vw = 3 V. As shown246

schematically in Figure 2.(h), the specific transport247

path in Figure 2.(b) was no longer available in Figure248

2.(c). Such changes which lead to increases in Ec249

and Cg further demonstrate that the response of each250

confined level varied according to Vw, where the energy251

level alignment between the QDs shifted, together252

with the barrier height between them. This is also253

likely attributable to QD origin, since each QD will254

have a different capacitive coupling to Vw, as with Vg,255

depending on the location and size of the QD as the256

depletion layer changes [53]. The formation of QD2,257

as the likely product of a poly-Si grain, appears to258

be more susceptible to Vw from the enlargement of259

CD B1 to B2 which we ascribe to the same origin,260

in comparison to the change of CD D1 to C2 of QD1261

from what is likely an interface trap given the Ec.262

Focusing on the low dId/dVSD region in Figure263

2.(e), a Vg and VSD sweep at fixed Vw = 2 V is shown264

in Figure 3.(a) and (b) respectively. The Id valleys in265

Figure 3. denote CB, whereas the marginally elevated266

Id plateaus correspond to PSB. A dip in current at Vg267

= -710 mV signifies the profile sweep nearing a CD268

edge, although the system does not enter CB. Figures269

3.(c)-(f) show EBDs for the regions labelled by the270

star, square, circle and cross in Figures 3.(a) and (b).271

These visually demonstrate how the transport scheme272

is altered through the application of Vg and VSD. For273

the star marked in Figure 3.(a), an EBD in Figure274

3.(c) shows the system entering CB due to the absence275

of a level for the first QD. In Figure 3.(d), at larger276

Vg a level becomes available, but transport is blocked277

between the QDs due to Pauli selection rules. PSB is278

temporarily lifted at higher Vg due to the lowering of279

a level for QD1 within the transport window, however280

CB then occurs as displayed in Figure 3.(e) due to a281

level dropping above the drain for QD2 (circle). An282

EBD is also given for the CB region preceding PSB at283

lower VSD (cross) in Figure 3.(f). While an Id leakage284

current of 4 pA is observed in the CB region due to285

parasitic current paths in the channel, an Id of 5.6 pA286

within the PSB region suggests the triplet leakage is 1.6287

pA, which is comparable to similar devices exhibiting288

PSB [41, 40, 31].289

Further to the Id leakage measurements suggesting290

that the system is in a PSB configuration, much more291

tangible evidence can be obtained by investigating the292

magnetic field dependence, offering a window into the293

prevailing mechanism and any resulting spin related294

phenomena. Figure 4.(a) shows a higher resolution295

CSD generated to identify the PSB region clearly. We296
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Figure 4. (a) Charge stability diagram for VSD = 0 to 20 mV and Vg = -705 to -740 mV with Vw = 2 V at the edge of a Coulomb
diamond (white), where a reduction in current was observed due to blockaded transport through the two QDs. (b) Current as a
function of magnetic field in the PSB region at fixed VSD = 15 mV between Vg = -715 to -725 mV (pink dashed line in (a)), two
peaks are present due to an increase in the PSB leakage current at 0.5 T. (c) High resolution magnetic field spectroscopy scan with
a clearly identifiable peak, where the extent of the maximum magnetic field enhanced spin relaxation current with respect to Vg is
indicated by the red arrow. (d) Energy level diagrams for PSB occurring in a double QD, where the path to S(0,2) is blocked due to
parallel spins in each QD, and (e) where the blockade is partially lifted due to enhanced relaxation from S-T mixing when a finite
magnetic field is applied.

focus on the area within the white dashed-circle in297

Figure 4.(a) and apply a magnetic field parallel to298

the channel to investigate spin transport relating to299

PSB, where a parallel field is applied to the channel300

to minimize orbital effects [28]. Figure 4.(b) shows301

Id as a function of B-field from -2 T to 2 T for Vg302

= -715 mV to -725 mV along the pink dashed line303

in Figure 4.(a). Two peaks become visible at ± 0.5304

T due to an elevation in Id from around 10 pA to305

15 pA. A higher resolution B-field sweep from 0 to306

1 T is displayed in Figure 4.(c). Here the Id peak307

centred around 0.5 T can be observed to extend over a308

Vg region of approximately -723.5 mV to -727.5 mV309

(marked by red arrow), which closely matches the310

voltage space dimensions of the low dId/dVSD in Figure311

4.(a). The resulting magnetic field dependant peaks312

appear due to different relaxation processes competing313

with each other from a combination of both the SO314

interaction and the Zeeman effect on account of the315

applied magnetic field, where the latter becomes more316

efficient at higher fields and therefore allows transitions317

between S-T configurations [31]. Based on this, the318

peaks at a finite field are explained by the lifting319

of PSB as a result of strong spin-orbit induced S-T320

mixing [32]. In Figure 4.(d)-(e) energy level diagrams321

are displayed, where the singlet and triplet states are322

represented by S and T respectively, and (NQD1
,NQD2

)323

refers to the number of holes in the highest occupied324

orbitals of QD1 and QD2. In the absence of a magnetic325

field only the S(1,1) state can provide a direct route326

to S(0,2) which are tunnel coupled by tc, and PSB327

occurs if the system enters the T(1,1) state (Figure328

4.(d)). The blocked T(1,1) states with parallel spins329

can be lifted however by both relaxation to the S(1,1)330

state and S(0,2) through mixing on account of the SO331

interaction introducing non spin-conserving tunnelling332

between the QDs. When a magnetic field is applied the333

blocked triplet states are split by the Zeeman energy334

which effectively alters the relaxation rate by providing335

faster alternative routes between the T(1,1) and S(0,2)336

mixed states and leads to an increase in Id leakage337

(Figure 4.(e)).338

The enhanced relaxation rate is mediated by the339

SO coupling and proportional to αB, where alpha is a340

ratio characterizing the relative strength of tunnel and341

spin orbit couplings tc and tSO, and B is the applied342

field. As such this leads to significant changes when the343

enhanced leakage becomes comparable to Γrel, the av-344

erage relaxation rate at zero field from (1,1) to S(2,0),345

and therefore a noticeable change in leakage Id due to346

the lifting of PSB becomes apparent. A model to de-347

scribe the leakage Id due to this mechanism as detailed348

in [30] is given by the equation (1).349

350

Id(B) = Γrel
[ω −B2 + τ2][ω(1 + 4γ) +B2 − τ2]

6γω2 + 2B2α2t2
c

(1)351

Here, ω =
√

(B2 − τ2)2 + 8B2α2t2c , γ = Γrel/Γ352
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(where Γ is the transfer rate from S(0,2) to the drain)353

and τ = tc
√

1 + 3α2 which is the total coupling energy.354

To convert an applied magnetic field to the energy355

splitting; the Zeeman energy is calculated via ∆Ez =356

gµbB‖, where µb is the Bohr magnetron and g is the357

gyro-magnetic ratio which we assume to be ≈ 2. We358

apply this theory in the form of fitting (red) to the359

data in Figure 5., where a single point centered around360

the site of PSB at Vg = -724 mV is plotted. A zero361

field dip can be noted, together with two clear leakage362

Id peaks at ± 0.5 T with a magnitude of around363

5 pA. As discussed earlier a parasitic current path364

elsewhere through the channel led to an additional365

current measured within CB, therefore we subtracted366

this offset, as well as the current from an isolated367

charge trap event, to produce a PSB leakage current of368

around 1.6 pA at zero field. With the combination369

of the known splitting energy and equation (1), we370

extract a tc of 57 µeV from the data, which is in good371

agreement for gate defined silicon QDs in a MOSFET372

device with similar dimensions [10]. Since α is a ratio373

that can be used to parametize the QD diameter to lSO,374

it enables a way to gauge the SO interaction strength375

relative to the confining potential, where lSO describes376

the ballistic distance travelled by a hole relative to its377

spin precession [41, 54]. Due to this, lSO is related to378

dQD via lSO ≈ (tc/tSO)dQD, which for a calculated379

dQD of around 30 nm using Figure 2.(e) gives an lSO380

value of 250 nm.381

Comparing the lSO obtained with others reported382

in Si reveals that our value is almost two orders of383

magnitude smaller than bulk Si, where 20 µm has384

been measured [55]. We also obtain a much lower385

value when compared to a Si spin qubit device with an386

lSO of 1 µm which was achieved using electron based387

QDs. Lengths as low as 110 nm have been estimated388

in Si but using heavy holes in a planar multi-gate389

defined QD device, operating at temperatures an order390

of magnitude smaller with reference to our MOSFET391

device [34, 32]. Generally speaking our results indicate392

that the lSO of Si disorder QDs characterized here are393

closer to those measured in III-IV materials which are394

typically ≈ 130-250 nm [29, 56, 41]. It should be noted395

that single hole transport here is only possible owing to396

QD formation in such devices as a result of defects at397

the interface. Whether they are local to the gate, such398

as poly-Si grains and traps, or other impurities which399

create variable potential profile, are largely a natural400

consequence of stochastic processes. Although the401

inability to control the number of QDs in this type of402

system remains, the use of the well allowed control over403

the transport properties within a multi-level system404

which lead to the emergence of PSB. The creation of405

such a configuration yielded a relatively strong SO406

interaction given the lSO extracted. Such an effect407

Figure 5. A profile plot showing the magnetic field dependant
leakage current (blue) of a single point centered within the PSB
region at a VSD of 15 mV and Vg = -724 mV. Peaks begin to
appear at ±0.5 T where a leakage current of around 5 pA is
observed. Using equation (1) a fitting is applied to the peaks
(red) to extract a tc of 57 µeV and an lSO of 250 nm.

has been previously attributed to inversion asymmetry408

at the interface possibly due to position dependent409

electric fields at the oxide boundary [34]. Therefore410

our results support engineering strong SO interactions411

at the interface in Si, as such we envisage more focus412

on exploring the useful properties of disorder QDs,413

particularly at the Si-oxide interface. This may well414

be of interest for industries where standard MOSFETs415

can act as a testing platform for quantum information416

processing schemes.417

4. Conclusion418

To conclude, pseudo control over the QD confinement419

potentials originating at the Si-oxide interface can be420

achieved as a consequence of well tuning to shift the421

energy level alignment and coupling between two QDs,422

allowing double QD transport phenomena to be probed423

in this type of system. This enabled spin related trans-424

port properties to be investigated through PSB, pro-425

ducing a significantly short lSO of 250 nm as well as a tc426

of 57 µeV. Our work therefore highlights a path for ex-427

ploring alternative quantum information technologies428

using disorder based QDs by accommodating their ad-429

vantageous SO properties at the interface on an acces-430

sible platform such as industry standard Si MOSFETs.431
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